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KEY MESSAGES
• Traditional customary land tenure systems often limit
women’s land rights in Sub-Saharan Africa. At a time when
many African governments are implementing land formalization
reforms, it is important to understand what works to strengthen
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women’s land tenure security.
• In an ongoing experiment in rural Uganda, we offered
households fully-subsidized land titles and basic information
about the benefits of land titling. We find that about 91% of
the households accepted the titles, and 62% decided to co-title.
• Providing additional gender information and making
the offer conditional on female co-tilting raised the takeup of joint titles to about 76% and 89%, respectively, without
dampening overall demand for titling.

http://www.worldbank.org/en/programs/africa-gender-innovation-lab

GENDER
INNOVATION LAB
The Gender Innovation Lab (GIL)
conducts impact evaluations
of development interventions
in Sub-Saharan Africa, seeking
to generate evidence on how
to close the gender gap in
earnings, productivity, assets
and agency. The GIL team is
currently working on over 70
impact evaluations in more than
25 countries with the aim of
building an evidence base with
lessons for the region.
The impact objective of GIL is
increasing take-up of effective
policies by governments,
development
organizations
and the private sector in order
to address the underlying
causes of gender inequality
in Africa, particularly in terms
of women’s economic and
social empowerment. The lab
aims to do this by producing
and delivering a new body of
evidence and developing a
compelling narrative, geared
towards policymakers, on what
works and what does not work
in promoting gender equality.
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HERE’S WHAT WE FOUND
• Overall demand for titles was very
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50%
When we offer fullysubsidized freehold land
titles, 91% of households
decide to title, and 62%
decide to co-title.

Gender conditionality
increases demand for cotitling by 50% relative to core
intervention without diminishing
overall demand for titles.

25%
Gender information
increases demand for cotitling by 25% relative to core
intervention without diminishing
overall demand for titles.
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND NEXT STEPS
In the absence of any gender inclusion incentives, many households were
willing to register land in the names of both spouses, as demonstrated by
acceptance rates during the core intervention. These results indicate that,
in the context of Western Uganda, the price subsidy alone offers a costeffective strategy to further formalize land tenure and improve women’s
documented land ownership. This finding helps to alleviate some of the
concern that land titling programs in customary settings can disempower
women.
Still, the evidence from both policy instruments suggests that incentives
matter and can be a powerful tool to convince more households to cotitle in this setting. Both the conditional offer and the provision of genderspecific information increased household acceptance of co-titling, without
negatively impacting overall titling. Such findings invite future research to
uncover more practical incentives with the potential to promote gender
equality in parallel with land tenure reform.
To learn more about the underlying constraints of gender gaps in
land tenure and effective interventions to improve property rights
across Sub-Saharan Africa, see the World Bank Policy Research
Working Paper:
https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/28911
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